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Abstract

PURPOSE. Function of periodontal ligament-cementum enthesis (PCE) in transferring mechanical stimuli within tooth-periodontium (PDT)-bone complex was not made clear yet. This study aimed to evaluate the effects of PCE on the mechanical stimuli distribution within the PDL and alveolar bone in the tooth-PDT-bone complex under occlusal forces using finite element method (FEM).

METHODS. A computed tomography (CT) based model of alveolar bone and 2nd premolar of mandible was constructed, in which the PDT was considered at the interface of alveolar bone and tooth. Under a 3MPa distributed occluso-apical masticatory load, applied over the uppermost surface of crown, the von Mises strain (vMST) and strain energy density (SED) within PDL, and von Mises stress (vMSR) and SED within alveolar bone were calculated in two situations: 1. When the PCE was absent; and 2. When the PCE was present between the PDL and cementum.

RESULTS. PCE levels-off the SED and vMST within PDL by maximum values of 92 kPa and 0.04 mm/mm, respectively, compared to the model without PCE. Moreover, it increased the alveolar bone SEDs and vMSR by maximum values of 0.36 kPa and 0.63 MPa, respectively, compared to the without PCE model.

CONCLUSION. By including PCE in the tooth-PDT-bone model, the mechanical stimuli shift from PDL to its surrounding alveolar bone. Thus, it can be speculated that the tooth-PDT-bone complex has the capability of, through shifting excess mechanical stimuli from PDL toward the alveolar bone, reducing the risk of PDL damage.

1. Introduction

In load bearing biological systems, the physical properties of tissues and their interfaces have significant impact on their biomechanical functions [1]. In the musculoskeletal system, soft to hard tissues attachment sites, so-called entheses, including ligament-bone, and tendon-bone interfaces, are smartly designed, which transfer loads in a way to reduce the probability of failure and also to facilitate relative motion between the soft and hard tissues [2]. From the biomechanical perspective, the entheses are exemplary load transmitter, which experience modeling and remodeling processes at a higher rate than their adjacent tissues [3, 4]. Gradual changes in mechanical properties develop within entheses, as an adaptive response in order to strengthen their neighboring tissues and take proper care of the externally applied loads [5].

There are four regions at the interface of alveolar bone-tooth construct, including: (1) PDL region; (2) PDL-cementum enthesis; (3) bulk cementum; and (4) cementum-dentin junction (CDJ) [1]. Ho and colleagues showed that the collagen fibers are continuously distributed all the way from the PDL, through PCE, bulk cementum, and CDJ [1]. They also found that PCE and CDJ have similar compositions, and their nanomechanical properties are similar and are in the same range [1]. Lin and co-workers hypothesized that entheses prevent the risk of irreversible failure during prolonged cyclic loading [5]. The failure
prevention mechanism of enthesis requires that it reduces the transferred mechanical stimuli from hard to soft tissues, and avoids stress concentration, and thus the construct acts similar to a functionally graded material. To date, finite element method (FEM) was employed by many researchers, as a powerful tool to discover new aspects of the problems related to the fields of dental and/or orthopedic biomechanics [6–9]. Ren and co-workers in a finite element study found that cementum and CDJ have a significant impact on reducing PDL strains during mastication [10]. Nikolaus and co-workers investigated the effect of considering variable thickness for PDL on the mechanical stimuli distribution within tooth-PDT-bone complex. Their FE study showed that by considering variable thickness for PDL, there would be an increase in bone stress, while the PDL experiences lower strain [11]. They concluded that the tooth-PDT-bone complex has the capability of reducing the risk of failure of PDL by transferring the excess loads from PDL towards the alveolar bone.

Despite recent research related to the PCE, enough attention was not paid to its function in mechanical stimuli transmission within tooth-PDT-bone construct, especially from cementum to PDL, and from PDL to alveolar bone. Based on the previous studies, one of the hypothesized functions considered for entheses is to reduce the experienced mechanical stimuli within the soft tissues, and consequently prevent their permanent damages [5]. The main purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of PCE on the mechanical stimuli transmission from cementum to PDL, and also from PDL to alveolar bone, using finite element method. Thus, the displacement of tooth, the vMST and SED within PDL, and vMSR and SED within alveolar bone of a tooth-PDT-bone complex were found under masticatory loads, using FEM.

2. Materials And Methods

2.1. Construction of the CAD Models

CT data was used to create CAD models of the 2nd premolar, tooth No. 20, and mandible (Fig. 1). The participant was a 20-year-old healthy male and provided the informed consent, which was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Tehran University of Medical Science. Mimics (V10.01, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) was used for obtaining the point clouds, and the models of the tooth and mandible were constructed by Catia (V5.R19, Dassault Systems, Paris, France). Mandible consisted a cancellous core with an outer compact shell, and periodontium tissue, dentin and enamel were the components of the tooth. Periodontium tissue consisted four distinct layers including: PDL, PCE, cementum, and CDJ (Fig. 1) [1]. The uniform thicknesses of 200 µm, 20 µm, 150 µm and 50 µm were assigned to the PDL, PCE, cementum and CDJ, respectively [12, 1, 13–15].

In this study, two models were created as follows. The 1st model did not include PCE, i.e. without PCE model (woPCE), which consisted a 2nd premolar tooth and the alveolar bone. In this model, the periodontium tissue was at the interface of the tooth and mandible (Fig. 1d). The second model includes PCE, i.e. with PCE model (wPCE), which was similar to the first one, but the PCE as a thin layer with a thickness of 20 µm was considered between PDL and cementum (Fig. 1e).
2.2. Material Properties

To simulate the large deformation of the PDL under occlusal forces [12], a nonlinear elastic model was employed in this study, which was extracted from a quasi-static response of the PDL [16]. For other tissues, homogenous, isotropic, and linear elastic materials were considered (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Young's modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spongy Bone [17]</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical Bone [17]</td>
<td>13,700</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDL-cementum enthesis [1, 7]</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cementum [18, 12]</td>
<td>6,800</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cementum-dentin junction [18, 12, 1]</td>
<td>2,990</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentin [17]</td>
<td>18,600</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel [17]</td>
<td>41,000</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Finite Element Model Generation and Analysis

Finite element analysis was performed using ANSYS (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, United States). The woPCE and wPCE FE models include 331,540 and 333,138 tetrahedral solid structural elements, respectively. For all models, the mesh convergence was successfully checked by reducing the mesh sizes until the further refinement of the elements' sizes did not cause alteration in the maximum values of PDL vMST by more than 5%.

In the Cartesian coordinate system for the finite element models, the X-axis coincides with the mesio-distal, the Y-axis with bucco-lingual, and the Z-axis with occluso-apical orientations of the tooth (Fig. 1). In the alveolar bone, the distal and mesial faces were constrained in all directions (Fig. 1f). The contact faces in all interfaces of both models were assumed to be bonded [19, 20]. These connections include the interfaces between layers of PDT, i.e. PDL to PCE, PCE to cementum, and cementum to CDJ, and the interfaces between other connected tissues, i.e. CDJ to root dentin, mandible to the PDL, and cancellous bone to compact bone.

The maximum measured force on the human tooth was about 700 N [21, 22], but usually each tooth tolerates 100 N occluso-apical force during mastication [23, 24]. Thus, in this study, a 3 MPa distributed masticatory load, equivalent to a 100 N concentrated occluso-apical force, was applied to the 2nd premolar tooth on the uppermost surface of the crown, with a total area of 33.4 mm² (Fig. 1f). The movement pattern of tooth under masticatory force, vMST and SED of PDL, and vMSR and SED of alveolar bone were then calculated in woPCE and wPCE FE models.
2.4. Validation of finite element model

Results of the finite element model regarding the displacement-force pattern of the 2nd premolar tooth in the wPCE model, under distributed masticatory load, were compared (Fig. 2) with the displacement-force patterns of teeth reported in Brunski’s experimental study [25], and finite element studies of Maceri et al. [26], and Ren et al. [10]. The maximum, and mean difference, between displacement of the 2nd premolar tooth in the wPCE model, and displacement of teeth reported in the above-mentioned studies [26, 10, 25], under the same masticatory loading condition, and their Pearson value can be found in Table 2.

Table 2
The maximum, and mean difference, between displacement of the 2nd premolar tooth in the wPCE model and displacement of teeth reported in some other studies [26, 10, 25], under the same masticatory loading condition, and their Pearson values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Tooth</th>
<th>Max. Difference in displacement (µm)</th>
<th>Mean Difference in displacement (µm)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brunski [25]</td>
<td>1st Maxillary Molar</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maceri et al. [26]</td>
<td>2nd Mandible Premolar</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ren et al. [10]</td>
<td>2nd Mandible Premolar</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

This section comprises the distribution of von Mises strain (vMST) and SED within the PDL, and von Mises stress (vMSR) and SED within the alveolar bone of the woPCE (without PCE) and wPCE (with PCE) models under 3 MPa masticatory distributed load.

3.1. von Mises strain (vMST) and strain energy density (SED) distribution within PDL

The distribution of vMST and SED within PDL of the woPCE and wPCE models under a 3 MPa masticatory distributed load are shown in Fig. 3. These mechanical stimuli are shown along two paths on the PDL of the 2nd premolar in the woPCE and wPCE model. The 1st path (Path A) lies on the bucco-lingual section of the tooth (Y-Z plane), and the 2nd path (Path B) lies on the mesio-distal section of the tooth (X-Z plane) (Fig. 3a). It can be observed that in the most parts of both paths, the vMST and SED values within the PDL in the woPCE model are greater than those within the PDL in the wPCE model. The maximum and mean differences between the vMST of woPCE and wPCE models along path A are 23%, and 12%, respectively, and along path B are 27%, and 13%, respectively. Also, for SED, the maximum and mean differences between woPCE and wPCE models along path A are 59%, and 31%, respectively, and along path B are 38%, and 26%, respectively.
3.2. von Mises stress (vMSR) and strain energy density (SED) within Alveolar Bone

The vMSR and SED along two paths of alveolar bone in woPCE and wPCE models under a 3 MPa masticatory distributed load can be seen in Fig. 4. These mechanical stimuli are shown along two paths within alveolar bone: the 1st path (Path A) lies on the bucco-lingual section of the bone (Y-Z plane) and the 2nd path (Path B) lies on the mesio-distal section of the bone (X-Z plane) (Fig. 4a). As can be observed in Fig. 4, the vMSR and SED values within the alveolar bone of the wPCE model are greater than those associated with the woPCE model. The maximum and mean differences between the vMSR in alveolar bone between the two models along path A are 30%, and 19%, respectively, and along path B are 19%, and 17%, respectively. Moreover, the maximum and mean differences between the SED within alveolar bone between the two models along path A are 18%, and 15%, respectively, and along path B are 28%, and 23%, respectively.

4. Discussion

In spite of recent investigations on the PDL-cementum enthesis [1, 5], lack of research on its load transmitting function in the tooth-PDT-bone complex is evident in the current literature. This work aimed at investigating the impact of PDL-cementum enthesis on the mechanical stimuli transmission from cementum to PDL, and from PDL to alveolar bone within the tooth-PDT-bone complex, using the finite element method. Thus, two models were created: one model without PCE (wPCE), which consists of a 2nd premolar tooth and the alveolar bone (Fig. 1d); and the other model (wPCE), which was similar to the 1st one, but a thin layer with a thickness of 20 µm was considered between the PDL and cementum, as PCE (Fig. 1e). The von Mises strain (vMST) and strain energy density (SED) within PDL of the 2nd premolar, also von Mises stress (vMSR) and SED within alveolar bone, in woPCE and in wPCE, under a 3 MPa distributed occluso-apical loading (see Fig. 1f) were found.

Strain energy density (SED) is a strong candidate for initiating bone remodeling process [27, 28], and also as a mechanical stimulus it results in cell response and migration in tendon and ligament [29–31]. So, it is expected that PDL tissue responds to the SED, which experiences during mastication [32], and also neighboring bone will be sensitive to it, as it can determine rate of bone remodeling [33, 28]. The von Mises stress and strain are used as parameters that mitigate understanding of the overall stress and strain states in isotropic materials.

The differences observed between the displacement-force pattern of the 2nd premolar tooth in the wPCE model of this study (Fig. 2 and Table 2), with that of Brunski's experimental data [25], can be due to the inherent differences between the investigated teeth, i.e. the 1st maxillary molar in the later and the 2nd mandibular premolar in the former. Moreover, the differences between displacement-force pattern of this
work with the finite element study of Ren et al. [10] can be due to the simplifications made in the geometry of tooth modeled in their study. Maceri and co-workers [26] performed the finite element analysis on an accurate 3D model of the 2nd mandibular premolar, which was extracted from X-Ray images, and this may explain better similarity between displacement-force pattern of the 2nd premolar tooth of the wPCE model (Fig. 2 and Table 2), with that of Maceri et al. [26]. Taking into account the reasons for the differences and similarities, the discrepancy is considered to be reasonable and acceptable.

Results of this study showed that the investigated mechanical stimuli within PDL, i.e. vMST and SED under the 3 MPa distributed occluso-apical load (see Fig. 1f) were different in wPCE from those of woPCE. Although identical geometries and the same set of material properties were used for finite element analysis, the wPCE model showed smaller values of vMST, as well as SED, within PDL than those associated with the woPCE model (see Fig. 3). The main hypothesized function for an enthesis is to reduce mechanical stimuli through applying them over a broader area, thereby increases fracture resistance and decreases failure risk [2, 34–36]. Ren et al. in a finite element study investigated the effect of cementum and cementum-dentin junction on the mechanical stimuli distribution within tooth-PDT-bone complex [10]. They showed that cementum and CDJ have a significant impact on reducing PDL strains during mastication [10]. Results of the current study also showed that the alveolar bone experiences higher von-Mises stress and SED in wPCE model, compared with those of woPCE model (see Fig. 4), implying that in the wPCE model, the strain energy must be shifted from PDL to the alveolar bone. Considering that apparent density, and consequently strength of the bone are directly related to the extent of mechanical stimuli they experience [33, 28], thus one may conclude that wPCE results in a healthier bone, compared to that of woPCE, in the long term.

Even though based on the currently available knowledge assigning a unique mechanical stimulus threshold for PDL resorption and damage under normal and non-pathological conditions is not possible yet, but it is known that increasing mechanical stimuli, specifically SED, within PDL, can cause some difficulties for the neighboring teeth structures, and may result in some diseases in the long term [37]. For instance, diastemata, a gap between teeth, which is associated with periodontal disease, is a result of mechanical stimuli rises and very large deformations within PDL [38, 37, 39]. Moreover, it was reported that increasing mechanical stimuli around alveolar crest region may lead to gingivitis, which causes microorganism entrance and infection [37]. Also, by increasing the age, the mechanical stimuli within PDL, especially in periapical region, increase and this may lead to the diseases in old individuals [37].

Healing and regeneration of a damaged PDL remains a significant challenge in clinical dentistry, which needs medical intervention to take place [40], but, on the other hand, bone has healing capability via continuous remodeling process [41, 42]. It is speculated that by shifting the excess strain energy from PDL into the alveolar bone, PCE reduces the risk of PDL damage and diseases, and also increase neighboring bone’s density and strength, through continuous bone remodeling process. Thus, the tooth-PDT-bone complex appears to be designed such that by reducing the mechanical stimuli within PDL, it decreases the risk of PDL damage under natural and non-pathological conditions [11].
It should be emphasized here that this study suffers from some limitations. First, the PCE was considered as a thin layer with homogenous material properties, and the gradual changes in its material properties was not taken into account. Second, uniform thicknesses were assigned to the PDT layers, and except for PDL, linear elastic material properties were considered for other tissues, which may cause some errors. In spite of the fact that PDL is a viscoelastic material and shows time-dependent behavior, but since masticatory load was rapidly applied, time dependent properties were not considered here. Third, the lamina dura layer was not considered in this study. Forth, while the applied load to the 2nd premolar tooth was equivalent to 100N, the validation was performed for a range of 0-20N, due to non-availability of force-displacement data in the literature for upper values. Last, it should be noted that validation of the finite element models was performed through comparing results of this study with other experimental and FEM studies, and no experiments were done in this work.

5. Conclusions

Existence of PCE in the tooth-PDT-bone complex shifts the mechanical stimuli from PDL to its surrounding alveolar bone under masticatory load, and this can reduce the risk of PDL damage, as well as increase bone apparent density by amplifying strain energy density, and thus can construct a long lasting and low maintenance load bearing system. In regard to the biomechanical importance of PCE in the tooth-PDT-bone complex, even though results of this study seem promising, however further investigation is needed, for instance, by considering time dependent behavior and properties of both hard and soft tissues, to increase our understanding of enthesis functions in the load-bearing systems.
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**Figures**
Figure 1

Three dimensional (3D) finite element models: (a) The 2nd premolar tooth model; (b) The 2nd premolar tooth and alveolar bone; and (c) Cross-section of the 2nd premolar tooth, the cortical and spongy parts of alveolar bone, and PDT; (d) Three layers of the PDT in the woPCE model (PDL, Cementum, and CDJ); (e) Four layers of the PDT in the wPCE model (PDL, PCE, Cementum, and CDJ); (f) Boundary conditions
showing the distributed load region over the crown of the 2nd premolar tooth, and the distal and mesial faces of alveolar bone constrained in all directions.

\[ \text{Figure 2} \]

Displacement-force pattern of 2nd premolar tooth in the wPCE model under occluso-apical distributed masticatory load (Fig. 1f) resulted from the FE model of this study, and results of other investigations [26,10,25].
Figure 3

von Mises strain (vMST) and strain energy density (SED) distribution within PDL in the wPCE (with PCE) and woPCE (without PCE) models, along Path A and Path B caused by a 3 MPa masticatory distributed load (Fig. 1f): (a) Path A (on the bucco-lingual section of tooth), and path B (on the mesio-distal section of tooth) on the PDL of the 2nd premolar tooth; (b) vMST within PDL of the wPCE and woPCE models along path A; (c) vMST within PDL of the wPCE and woPCE models along path B; (d) SED within PDL of
the wPCE and woPCE models along path A; and (e) SED within PDL of the wPCE and woPCE models along path B.

**Figure 4**

von Mises strain (vMST) and strain energy density (SED) distribution within alveolar bone in the wPCE (with PCE) and woPCE (without PCE) models, along Path A and Path B, caused by a 3 MPa masticatory distributed load (Fig. 1f): (a) Path A (on the bucco-lingual section), and path B (on the mesio-distal
section) on the alveolar bone; (b) vMSR within alveolar bone in the wPCE and woPCE models along path A; (c) vMSR within alveolar bone in the wPCE and woPCE models along path B; (d) SED within alveolar bone in the wPCE and woPCE models along path A; and (e) SED within alveolar bone in the wPCE and woPCE models along path B.